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Verso PaPer CorP. 
6775 Lenox Center Court, Suite 400, Memphis, TN
Ph: 1-877-837-7606
Email: Verso24_7@versopaper.com
Web: www.versopaper.com 

Verso Paper Corp. is a leading North American manufacturer 
of printing and specialty papers. Headquartered in Memphis, 
Tennessee, Verso owns paper mills in Maine and Michigan. Our 
portfolio includes coated, specialty and uncoated papers. These 
papers are used in commercial printing applications, magazines, 
catalogs, books, inserts, direct mail, and in specialty applications 
including labels, release liners, pharmaceutical inserts, financial 
papers, and flexible packaging. 

Verso’s mills have a strong manufacturing focus on producing 
consistent, quality products, and our Aspect® line is no exception. 
Located within close proximity of major printers and converters and 
with convenient, cost-effective access to northern softwood fiber, 
Verso enjoys an overall pulp long position and is well positioned 
with regards to energy infrastructure.

asPeCt® LabeL and reLease PaPer ProduCt 
Line
Verso leverages generations of paper making expertise to deliver our 
specialty paper solutions. With bright white label sheets that are stable, 
smooth and strong, and consistent SCK release base sheets that possess 
excellent hold-out properties, Verso’s Aspect® line of label and release 
papers delivers outstanding quality and exceptional performance.

asPeCt® C1s Ps FaCe sheet
Verso’s Aspect® C1S PS Face Sheet is a high brightness, high gloss, 
single-side coated freesheet paper designed to meet the stringent 
requirements of pressure sensitive label customers. Its smoothness and 
optical properties are designed to yield clean, crisp printed images. 
This sheet has excellent functional performance through lamination, 
converting, printing and application. 

asPeCt® edP FaCe sheet
Aspect® EDP Face Sheet is an uncoated, high brightness, surface-
sized freesheet paper suitable for impact and non-impact printing. It 
possesses an appealing combination of brightness and shade, resulting 
in enhanced bar code and human readable printing. Aspect® EDP 
Face Sheet’s physical properties provide the dimensional stability and 
strength required in the pressure-sensitive label converting process.

asPeCt® sCK reLease PaPer
Aspect® SCK Release Paper is a high performing, extremely efficient 
and cost effective liner, with potential for lower silicone coat weight and 
reduced adhesive usage due to better, more consistent profiles.  Aspect® 

SCK Release Paper possesses high strength, superb apparent density and 
low opacity. It provides exceptional die-cutting performance, excellent 
cure and holdout and smooth surface characteristics.

asPeCt® C1s C/s LabeL
Aspect® C1S C/S Label is a high brightness, high gloss, single-side 
coated freesheet paper. Aspect® C1S C/S Label’s surface characteris-
tics deliver appealing aesthetics and its physical properties provide a 
sheet that converts well in cut and stack label applications, with good 
dimensional stability throughout the process.

If you have any questions about our Aspect® line of label and release 
papers, please email us at specialtypapers@versopaper.com or call 
800-258-8852. We look forward to the opportunity to introduce you 
to our Aspect® product line. 
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